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Water Courses: Rivers, Canals;
Wildlife; Crafts and People
Introduction and thanks:
This workshop, ‘The Rivers of Kendal’,
was meant to have taken place in 2020,
as part of a series of four workshops at
the Quaker Tapestry Museum, Kendal.
However, covid-19 put paid to that
and it was decided to hold at least one
workshop via Zoom, which we did,
on 17 July 2021. It worked really well,
attracting newcomers to the workshops
as well as regulars.
Themes for the workshop evolved into
rivers and canals; wildlife who live in, on
and around water; crafts and people.
It’s always enjoyable for me to do some
research around themes and come up
with prompts and handouts relating to
them. This workshop was no exception
and some fine poems and prose pieces
grew out of it.
For some participants this was the first
event that they had attended since the
pandemic began in March 2020.
I’d like to thank each one of the
workshop participants whose writing
forms this rich anthology. You’re all
stars, thank you! Big thanks to Bridget
Guest, General Manager at the Quaker
Tapestry, who put her trust in me to
deliver the workshop via Zoom. It was
fun!

We may not have been in the same
actual, physical place, i.e. the Quaker
Tapestry Museum, but we were all
there, sharing cyber space, giving
energy, laughter, time and creativity. To
round the workshop off Bridget sang
her lovely, lilting song ‘One, Two, Three’,
that so poignantly captures the fragility
of life.
Thanks also go to the Quaker Tapestry
Museum, Cumbria Wildlife Trust for
generously sharing superb photos of
wildlife and to Kendal Town Council
whose funding is invaluable to these
workshops. Thank you.

Rivers of Kendal anthology
Quaker Tapestry Museum Kendal
Editors: Geraldine Green and
Bridget Guest
Themes: Rivers/Canals; Wildlife;
Crafts & People

Water Courses
“There is another alphabet,
whispering from every leaf,
singing from every river,
shimmering from every sky.”
Dejan Stojanovic

Contributors:
Richard Carpenter

So, over to you readers! We hope
you get as much pleasure from this
anthology as we did in creating it.

Lesley Chapman

Geraldine Green, Writer-in-Residence
Quaker Tapestry Museum, Kendal,
Cumbria UK

Geraldine Green
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Kathy Finney
Bridget Guest
Rob Keeley
Ilse Pedler
Kathleen Swann
Jill Woolley

Copyright:
Copyright of poems and prose
remains with the authors and may
not be reproduced without their
permission.
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Holford Bowling Green
turn away
from the deep gully
where once a silk mill
was worked by Huguenots
escaping persecution
walk with the boules green
on your right
the stream across the green
continue between the cottages
and the closed tea rooms
into Hodder’s Combe
dressed with sessile oak wood
and a disused mill wheel seating
in the stream bed now below you
a short journey on where water
gurgles over stones
splits into two to embrace
the narrow combe base
spreads wider where three streams meet
choose the central Sheppard’s Combe
pass wood-ant castles
through the upper tree line
as you walk higher

to find a spring
nestled in damp grass
before you meander further
to reach the ridge
measure out the curve of hill side
to find the turning left
into the woods of Frog Combe
down a rough stone path
to join another stream
gracing Butterfly Wood
of Holford Combe
where one two streams
spring from the hillside
as the path flattens
to an old mill pond
a garden tea service
a tarmac road
through more cottages
a circuit to the gully
beyond which all streams meet
to become brethren
for a short run out to sea at Kilve
Richard Carpenter
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Salmon - © Andrew Walter, Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Gravel
They wimple their fins, outrun my rod
which lands a large Bloody Butcher
to gentle the eddy where they take a brief break
before they swim on, well fed on their sea feed,
to leap the fish ladder to take them higher.
A constant tail power over shallow waters,
where they disturb the gravel, make a hollow,
for mist of sperm and eggs to make an alevin,
a fry, a parr, a smolt, a young salmon,
to chop and change for its return journey.
Richard Carpenter
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One day like this a year…
A landscape huge with buttock-bottomed fells;
a contrail crossing cerulean blue.
November’s colours, dun and grey, dispelled
so scarlet, gold and copper leaves glow through.
The limestone walls dividing, timeless, proud,
with raddled tups assertive in their field.
Clear autumn light and streaks of wispy cloud
the ash and chestnut tracery reveal.
Just after three the light begins to fade
and flat matt shades steal back across the land.
The wilting fronds of bracken bronzed and frayed,
once strong, will not now winter’s frosts withstand.
My memory will draw on this some day
and so - I write a love song for today.
Lesley Chapman
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Extracts from Northern Earth
Martin Mere

Hawkshead

Bowder Stone

Head a hummock
o’ bone-hous’ barras’
worshiped by Brigantes

Head a hallowed path
prayer way
corpse road

Head a star raker
cloud breaker
statement o’ rock

with woadpainted
faces

when bells clang
wind bites
an’ brethren climm’

owder than rowan
eish, ellers
an’ heckberry trees

moor stalkers
moss-shouldered
drift in purplin’ heather

in gale
o’ wails
praise notes, psalms

rattled
to their knees
alang me windy ridges

sink stone feet
in peat
furrowed pools

past smoke-pokes
slag heaps, mill gates
to chapel toppin’ me brow

owder than whins
yellowing
about the beck

heedless
to dawn leet
tinged red on willow

wheer pit ponies graze
bury-mounds sway
with mulldust, clinker, ling

whimtrel’s tootling
song
in reeshes

thud o’ hooves
over hippin-stones
deer splashing throo’ the mere.

wheer breet candles
o’ gorse leet
a dowly owd day.

owder than the hunter
crouched
spear arched to aim.

Kathy Finney

Kathy Finney

Kathy Finney

Glossary:
Boockies Craamin - 		
Clinker - 		
Climm’- 		
Dowly - 		
Eish - 		
Eller - 		
Heckberry 		

blue mussels
to riddle out cockles with a stick
cinder, ash, used coal
to climb
dreary
ash tree
alder tree
mountain ash tree
(also a generic term for any edible berry)

Hippin -		
Ling - 		
Maas - 		
Matties - 		
Mulldust Shillas - 		
Skerry-scar Smoke-pokes Whimtrel Whins - 		

stones - stepping stones across water
heather
seagulls
young herring
fragments of industrial waste (usually coal) mixed with soil
small pebbles mixed with shingle
high shingle and boulder bank
factory chimneys
whimbrel
gorse
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Extracts from Northern Earth

Morecambe Bay
Head round as a bowl
with a bay that spills
into the mouth

sea lashed
wind thrashed
whome

o’ Lune inlet
split in two
by a lang-necked sandbar

to white maas
broon-matties
jewel-blue boockies

shilla’s o’ scree
a skerry-scar
an’ slack-mud-flats

an’ bonnie lasses
in black-poke bonnets
craamin cockles from cald rock-pools.
Kathy Finney

Glossary:
Boockies Craamin - 		
Clinker - 		
Climm’- 		
Dowly - 		
Eish - 		
Eller - 		
Heckberry 		

blue mussels
to riddle out cockles with a stick
cinder, ash, used coal
to climb
dreary
ash tree
alder tree
mountain ash tree
(also a generic term for any edible berry)

Hippin -		
Ling - 		
Maas - 		
Matties - 		
Mulldust Shillas - 		
Skerry-scar Smoke-pokes Whimtrel Whins - 		

stones - stepping stones across water
heather
seagulls
young herring
fragments of industrial waste (usually coal) mixed with soil
small pebbles mixed with shingle
high shingle and boulder bank
factory chimneys
whimbrel
gorse
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Fox’s Beck
I call it Fox’s beck,
it runs alongside
Swarthmoor Hall
joins Dragley beck
in Springfield Woods.
Once we paddled there,
as kids, floated Sindy dolls
upstream, flung them
off the bank, pretended
they were Bond girls.
Mine was called Jane.
My name is Bond. Jane Bond,
I’d say, before flinging
her into the beck.
The dolls would float
downstream, sometimes
quickly, if the beck was full,
we’d giggle, wade in
and rescue them.
Geraldine Green
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Ulverston Canal

Otter © Cumbria Wildlife Trust

Never saw otters in the canal
when I was a kid. Too polluted.
Stank of chemicals, of whatever
was used in the Cattle Market Abattoir
which was up at Hoad end of the canal,
Canal Head. The other end, Canal Foot,
had old lock gates. Rotted wood.
Rickety ladder led down
into dark waters. Once, Pauline and me,
we had an adventure. Climbed down
the rotten ladder, rungs broken
in places, took a deep breath, swam
a little way into the canal. What
the hell were we thinking? Imagine
the stench of Glaxo close by, belching
fumes from the Strep. Plant.
The canal, where now I sometimes see otters
kingfishers, too, where water-lilies grace
the surface, marsh marigolds deck
its banks with butter-yellow light
and frogs, spawned in spring, jellied
bubbles of life, wriggle among reeds Geraldine Green
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One two three
One, two, three,
down by the spindle tree
Four and five
flutter by jive
Six, seven, eight
watch, wait
Nine, ten,
I’m in heaven
Counting the butter coloured flies
Song by Bridget Guest

The Brimstone butterfly is usually the first
butterfly you will see in spring.
The male is bright saffron yellow and the
females are very pale yellow, almost white.
Some people think that the Brimstone gave
rise to the term butterfly because the old books
refer to it as the ‘butter coloured fly’.
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Lucky Bargees
The canal tells you stories, and it makes you part of them, too. I discovered this in boyhood,
when every summer the whole family used to set off on board a canal barge, the Louisa
Ann, with its garish red paint and random windswept flower-boxes, and the ageing fitted
cupboards and painfully fixed table below. We were all there, parents, grandparents,
siblings, aunties and cousins sometimes, babies, pets, the line-up variable but the pattern
always the same. We would arrive on a Saturday with four bags of tinned food and a certain
amount of hope, full of clichés about going to sea, with the National Trust book to see us
through the fine days and the battered Monopoly board for when the English weather
arrived.
Anyone looking back on those trips now would think us horrendously sexist, but Mum would
have done unspeakable things with a spatula had we suggested anyone else do the cooking.
Somehow, she made those multiple tins into several family meals, and no one ever went
hungry. Once, during one of our regular stops, I was sent to a nearby village to obtain fresh
supplies. There was a good old-fashioned bakery there, with its aroma of new loaves and
Lancashire pasties, and I was ordered to bring back “a nice fruit pie”. Scamp, the fox terrier
seemed unusually fond of me on my return, and it wasn’t until we found ourselves digging
into steak and kidney, smothered in tinned custard, that I realised my mistake.
Dad appointed himself ship’s captain, though he never quite realised a barge wasn’t a car
when it came to steering, and the bank was never very far away. He and my big brothers
would insist on treating the canal as a swimming pool, and would mock my reluctance to
strip off and explore the murky waters. Once, Dad was still trying to find the shallow end
when the rest of us were ready to go ashore and visit Southerly Park, a local stately home.
We left him, in the end, making plans for him to join us at the tea-room. We never did
find out what happened to his trousers, but midway through the Earl Grey and scones, a
squelching, determined parent in an inappropriate pair of Speedos appeared on the terrace,
causing all the American tourists to put their cameras away.
On the earlier trips, my younger self felt strangely haunted. We had learned about the
canals at school, Industrial Revolution, arteries of the nation, and I felt the distant bargemen
were with us some days, scoffing at us for using the canal in idle pleasure. Where once
had been coal and timber, we had Auntie May’s knitting and baby Callum’s nappies, wet
swimming gear and ponging dog-food tins, a clothes-airer and a seldom-used barbeque, and
on the darker, cloudier days, with the trees closing in on all sides and the wind whistling up
from God knew where, I felt the canal’s former inhabitants thought they’d got the worst part
of the exchange.

You often see dogs aboard barges, and Scamp would proudly take the helm, but I was never
sure whether it was normal to take cats. Ginge came anyway, and Dad appointed him ship’s
cat. Scamp was seated too near the edge one day, peering down into the canal’s depths,
when Ginge came up and, with one elegantly-extended paw, prodded him overboard.
There were several scores to settle there. We all gasped, and Sally was on standby with a
fishing net, but Scamp soon came up again, doggy-paddling back with a look that said what
he thought of cats. He got his revenge later, sneaking up and piddling on Ginge’s bowl of
Cattydins.
Towards the end of the outward journey – in my mind, they all blend into one – Mum
had been texting Alexandria, a superior colleague from work. I knew her. At home, she
had an organic cook-out every summer, and they were the first people in their street to
get broadband. She and her husband Pip were staying in a ‘holiday let’ near our final
destination, and Mum arranged to meet them for a picnic. I could visualise it. All chicken
legs and wine coolers, and very possibly, a vegan option. Dad was visualising it too, and he’d
had a beer or two already. We were ready to be treated as the poor travellers.
I was upfront with Dad. All seemed quite as normal. Then, fuelled by ale, and either with
the aim of empowering me or drowning me, he said:
“Right. Now, you steer.”
I had never steered before, and before I knew it, we were heading towards Alexandria and
Pip and their wine-cooler at a rate of knots previously unknown to bargemen. The forced
jollity of their waving gave way to a kind of horror, as they saw us coming at them like a
northern version of the Cruise missile.
We hit the bank with a sickening thud, spread-eagling my family along the Louisa Ann. For
once in her life, Alexandria seemed to have nothing to say. But Pip stifled a grin, and our
whole family dissolved into laughter as Dad, who was the only bargee still on his feet, took
centre stage and shouted:
“Sorry to barge in!”
Scamp learnt it. My family all knew it. And, that afternoon, I discovered it. The canal tells
you stories. And it makes you part of them, too.
Rob Keeley

My favourite was the Lock Gate Cafe, where lunch formed the halfway mark of our journey.
In my young teens I met two identically pretty mixed-race twins there, Lydia and Julia,
all ponytails and denims, and I wanted to impress them. I was the shy young would-be
magician who always carried a deck of cards in his pocket, and once I’d inveigled them into
finding the three of clubs, I texted my brother Jack, who was still aboard the barge, and
got him to bring out the name of the card on a huge sheet of my little sister Sally’s drawing
paper, and hold it up for them to read through the window of the cafe. They were suitably
impressed, though not enough to exchange phone numbers.
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Journey of the Kent
The bowl of crags
funnels weather
collects the fell air’s
saturation
conjures water
that drips
in drops
from rock
to rock,
that pool together
and find themselves named
Lingmell Gill
creeping from bald heather slopes
forcing peat apart
Skeel Gill
splitting stones to
runnel
past sheepfolds and shelters
recollecting sweat and press
and the blare of confinement
Ullstone Gill
wolf stone
it’s memory of lapping tongues
gathering
muscling
etching its course
in granite scars on fellside
skeltering

slewing
shouldering
over stone platforms
nosediving
bellyflopping into pools
Nunnery Gill
eddying in shallows
shaded by rowan
blessing the water
with berries of red
coursing
broadening
Hall Beck
Park Beck
gushing
glissading
over lower slopes
slowing
guttering
Gowan beck
meandering
through daisy fields
brushing meadowsweet and fescue
to Kendal
pausing for breath
winding through wide banks
eye on the sea
far from the peaty air
and the alchemy of its beginning.
Ilse Pedler
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River Life
Whispers of dreams are common and widespread throughout Britain.
You will find whispers of dreams in most weedy ponds,
lakes and slow flowing rivers.
Whispers of dreams spend most of their time
at the bottom, in the protective coolness of silt
coming to the surface only to gulp air and then dive again.
Whispers of dreams have multiple legs,
long ones covered in hairs which they use as paddles
short ones they use to scoop food into their tiny, tiny mouths.
Whispers of dreams attract each other with overly elaborate
courtship songs produced by rubbing their front legs
against a bony ridge on their heads.
Whispers of dreams lay single eggs every night
attaching them to plant stems as they pass
or floating algae who carry them away.
Whispers of dreams can be seen on the surface of the water
if you are still and quiet and look hard enough.
Sometimes during warm weather, they fly away.
Clouds can look very similar to whispers of dreams,
but they are carnivorous and swim on their backs.
Ilse Pedler
One theme of the workshop was looking
at wildlife that live in or by rivers. It got
me thinking about insect life – I’ve always
been fascinated by water boatmen. In
looking at an article about their lifecycle,
I thought it would be interesting to
substitute their name for another phrase
and this is the poem that emerged.
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White-clawed crayfish © Andrew Walter - Cumbria Wildlife Trust

The River Kent
What do you taste
in the granite and slate
as you sip the flow
of Gladgrove Gill
slacken your banks
in the reservoir
roam the valley
of lapilli
eagle and raven you slough the scrape
of crisp marsh grass
scorn wooded banks
with dipping willow
spit and rumble
under the bridge then gather Park Beck,
Hall Beck into wider
waters to tumble
down the fall
doff your foam
by the old box mill,
breathe the woodyard
smell pine and paint greedy for growth
you drink in the Gowan
host to sticklebacks
crayfish damselflies
turn east on your
nomadic journey
leave rowdy towns
drowsy villages
as you search for the
salty taste of the sea.
Kathleen Swann
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Playing around
Teenage laughter haunts the dusk
like the ghosts of our youth
swinging in remembered time.
Was it you that evening, that hot
summer evening of ‘62 when we ate
Capaldi ice cream with sprinkles.
Were we together then, when we heard
Billy had died in a car crash
I know we skipped school to go to the funeral.
I think I remember holding your hand,
but I held it so many times back then
by the river, in the dark, dancing
to swing and jive bands, but
dancing became a singular affair
and we stopped holding hands.
Kathleen Swann
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Pheasant
Walking through the wood, knee deep
In meadow sweet and campion
I glance down.
A clutch of speckled eggs
I found, a pheasant’s nest
Thirteen eggs at rest, unguarded.
I stood, silent, entranced, then she came
Stepping slow, bright eyes alert.
With care she stood above her brood.
Holding my gaze she lowered herself,
Spread her crinoline of air soft feathers
And with trust, closed her eyes
In the sun warmed wood.
Jill Woolley
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Mill Gill
Water pours over the green grass lip,
a frothing column shattering
blue sky mirrored in the pool below.
Peat stained water laps black shale
where time moulded fossils
betray their ancient origin
The beck pushes through rocky gullies
lined with spray wet ferns and drooping moss,
swirls out across limestone pavement
rift by fire and water,
Then passes gently beneath tall beech trees
where spring green leaves filter sunlight
onto two great cubes of rock,
moss covered dice for giants to play.
As the stream widens small fish dart,
dodging through bands of sunlight
while children play Poo sticks
on narrow, wooden bridges.
Jill Woolley
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Quaker Tapestry

Rivers of Kendal Anthology, a Quaker Tapestry Production

The Quaker Tapestry is a modern masterpiece, in
which 4,000 men, women and children from 15
countries have had a hand.

Digital design: Bridget Guest

77 vibrant embroidered panels portray the Quaker
influence on the modern world; exploring the
industrial revolution, developments in science and
medicine, astronomy, the abolition of slavery, social
reform and ecology.

Cumbria Wildlife Trust

On permanent display at the Quaker Tapestry
Museum, Kendal, Cumbria UK

If you’ve enjoyed reading ‘Water Courses’ you may
be interested in our previous publication - a booklet
available from our website shop:

Editors: Geraldine Green and Bridget Guest
Photographs courtesy of:
Cumbria Tourism

With thanks to:
Cumbria Wildlife Trust for
generously sharing superb
photos of wildlife and to
Kendal Town Council whose
funding has been invaluable to
the Quaker Tapestry Museum
Creative Writing Workshops.

‘Colours of Kendal’
Colours of Kendal is a booklet of poetry and prose
inspired by the Quaker Tapestry. Written
by students attending our creative
writing workshops at Kendal in 2019.
Geraldine Green, a local Lakeland poet
and writer in residence, facilitated the
Quaker Tapestry Museum’s workshops.
“This booklet is a celebration of the
poems and prose written in response to the
tapestries and to the embroidered stories
themselves which have provided us with such a
wealth of inspiration.” Geraldine

Size A5 with 40 pages of poetry and
prose written by 17 contributors.
Quaker Tapestry Museum
Friends Meeting House Stramongate
Kendal, Cumbria LA9 4BH
01539 722975
Registered Charity, number: 1035077

www.quaker-tapestry.co.uk
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